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AK transfer in a distributed security model
Sergey Seleznev
Samsung Electronics

Problem description
In this contribution we propose text changes to enable authorization key (AK) transfer in a distributed security
model. We define relevant message format and procedure.

Text proposal
[Insert the following section 7.2.2.6]:
7.2.2.6 AK transfer
In a distributed security model, upon successful authorization of MS or RS, MR-BS shall send PKMv2 AK
Transfer message conveying a set of AK parameters to the relevant AR-RS (i.e. AR-RS which runs PKM
protocol with that MS or RS). PKMv2 AK Transfer message may also include multicast/broadcast GSAIDs and
associated GTEK-Parameters pairs.
AK parameters shall include AK key material, AK Sequence Number and AK Lifetime. GKEK parameters shall
include GKEK key material, GKEKID and GKEK Lifetime for the relevant MS. AR RS shall use them during
PKMv2 SA-TEK 3-way handshake with MS.
AR RS shall send PKMv2 AK Transfer ACK message to MR-BS in order to acknowledge successful reception
of PKMv2 AK Transfer message.
For SAs using a ciphersuite employing DES-CBC, the AK in the AK Transfer message is triple DES (3-DES)
encrypted, using a two-key, 3-DES KEK derived from the AR-RS AK. For SAs using a ciphersuite employing
128 bits keys, such as AES-CCM mode, the TEK in the AK Transfer message is AES encrypted using a 128-bit
key derived for the AR RS AK and a 128-bit block size.
[Insert the following section 7.5.2.5.]:
7.5.2.5 Encryption of AK with AES Key Wrap
This method of encrypting the AK shall be used for SAs with the TEK encryption algorithm identifier in the
cryptographic suite equal to 0x04. MR-BS encrypts the value fields of the AK in the AK Transfer messages it
sends to AR RS. This field is, first, padded with 32-bit nonce and then encrypted using AES Key Wrap
Algorithm.
Encryption: C, I = Ek [P||N]
Decryption: P||N, I = Dk [C]
P = 160-bit plaintext AK
N = 32-bit random value
C = 192-bit ciphertext
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I = Integrity Check Value
k = the 128-bit KEK
Ek [ ] = AES Key Wrap encryption with key k
Dk [ ] = AES Key Wrap decryption with key k
The AES key wrap encryption algorithm accepts both a ciphertext and integrity check value. The decryption
algorithm returns a plaintext key and the integrity check value. The default integrity check value in the NIST
AES Key Wrap algorithm shall be used.
[Insert the following section 6.3.2.3.9.xx]:
6.3.2.3.9.xx PKMv2 AK Transfer message
Attribute

Contents

Key Sequence Number

AR RS AK sequence number

SAID

AR RS primary SAID

SAID

MS/RS’s primary SAID

AK

MS/RS’s authorization key

Key Sequence Number

MS/RS’s AK sequence number

Key Lifetime

MS/RS’s AK lifetime

Group SA Descriptor

TLV that specifies GSAID and additional
properties of that SA

Nonce

A random number generated in an MR-BS

HMAC/CMAC Digest

Message authentication digest

6.3.2.3.9.xx PKMv2 AK Transfer ACK
Attribute

Contents

Key Sequence Number

AR RS AK sequence number

SAID

AR RS primary SAID

Key Sequence Number

MS/RS’s AK sequence number

SAID

MS/RS’s primary SAID

Nonce

A same random number included in the
PKMv2 AK Transfer message

HMAC/CMAC Digest

Message authentication digest
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